Based on remote sensing of a potential minefield, point locations are identified, some of which may not be mines. The mines and mine-like objects are to be distinguished based on their point patterns, although it must be emphasized that all we see is the superposition of their locations. In this paper, we construct a hierarchical spatial pointprocess model that accounts for the different patterns of mines and mine-like objects and uses posterior analysis to distinguish between them. Our Bayesian approach is applied to COBRA image data obtained from the NSWC Coastal Systems Station, Dahigren Division, Panama City, Florida.
INTRODUCTION
A problem of high priority for the US Navy and the US Marine Corps is the detection of minefields using remotesensing technology. Typically, not only are mines (MI) present but also mine-like objects (ML) that are often referred to as "clutter" . The problem of detection of a minefield in the presence of clutter can be abstracted to that of detecting a spatial pattern within a set of point locations made up of both MI and ML locations.
Through the use of an unmanned aerial vehicle equipped with a passive multispectral video sensor subsystem, the Advanced Technology Demonstration called the COBRA (Coastal Battlefield Reconnaissance and Analysis) Program detects and locates minefield and obstacles. ' The video imagery from the airborne subsystem is transmitted to a ground station subsystem, where it is processed. All six spectral bands are used in a hypothesis-testing strategy to make declarations as to the presence of a MI or a ML at various locations throughout the scene.1'2 Thus, based on a point pattern of locations, some of which may be mines and some of which may be clutter (metal objects, rocks, false positives) , the analyst attempts to detect and locate the minefields.
Several statistical modeling approaches have been taken, based on the expectation that the spatial pattern of mines is different from that of the clutter. An assumption that the minefield is a region of elevated intensity has been made in several papers.2'3'4 An alternative methodology5'6 assumes approximate collinearity of mines in the presence of random clutter. A very flexible, Bayesian methodology that is adaptable to these and other assumptions about the mine and clutter patterns, has been recently proposed.7 In this paper, we shall refine and implement this Bayesian methodology on minefield data from the COBRA Program (made available by the NSWC Coastal Systems Station in Panama City, Florida).
Section 2 presents the Bayesian hierarchical point-process model that will be used to analyze minefield data made up of the superposition of MIs and MLs in a bounded region A C JR2 . A Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) algorithm used for simulating the posterior distribution of MI locations, number of MIs, and all parameters of the hierarchical model, is described in Section 3. Analysis of the COBRA data is given in Section 4, and discussion of our approach is given in Section 5. However, it is only the superposition of these two point processes that one observes, namely n : a + b and {yi,..,yn} ({Yai})U(D{Yb}) .
Further author information -
Our goal is to predict a and {Ya,i , . . . , Ya,n }' the number of MIs and their locations, from observations n and {Yi .
• . , Yn}. (By implication, this also yields the number and locations of MLs.)
The approach we take is decidedly Bayesian and involves three levels of a hierarchical spatial statistical model. The first level assumes that, conditional on MI intensity function pa() and ML intensity function b(•), MI and ML locations are distributed independently, according to inhomogeneous Poisson point processes (e.g., [8] , p. 650).
That is, for the MIs, the joint density of a and {ya,j : i = 1, . . . , fla} 5, (.) is a function meant to capture common heterogeneity of the Poisson intensities, due to things like topography, amount and incidence of sunlight, and vegetation cover; ma , {Xa,i : i = 1 , . . . , ma}, and ha(•) are cluster number, cluster centers, and cluster function, respectively, for the MIs; and mb, {xb, : j = 1, .. . , rnb}, and hb(.) are likewise defined for the MLs. The cluster functions ha (.) and hb(.) have the property that they are nonnegative and are normalized to have a unit integral over the plane; Gaussian densities or uniform densities on disks or annuli are often chosen (see Section 4), and we shall denote their parameters by ka and cb, respectively.
At the second level of the hierarchical spatial statistical model, we assume that cluster number and cluster centers for MIs and MLs are distributed independently, each according to a Strauss point process (e.g., [8] , p. 675).
That is, the joint density of ma and {Xa,i i = 1,. . . , ma} is f(ma, {Xa,i}) X where 13a S an intensity parameter, $y E [0, 1] is an interaction parameter, and m0 m
is the number of unordered pairs of MI cluster centers within distance Ra of each other. We write Tfla,{a,i} ' Strauss(f3a,ya,Ra) Also, for the MLs, mb, {xb,j} P.J Strauss(fl&, 'Yb, Rb) A fully Bayesian analysis puts a prior distribution on all remaining parameters, namely, (Aa,'ca,13a,7a,Ra;p,Kb,/3b,yb,Rb) (Oa;Ob) p This represents the third and final level of the hierarchy and it is generally where the modeler's subjectivity about the statistical model resides.
The hierarchical spatial statistical model described above is very flexible. For example, suppose it is believed that a minefield is a region B of elevated intensity in the superposed process such as proposed in recent papers.2'3 '4 One can obtain this model by restricting ma mb = 1, ha(y) I(y + Xa,l E B), and hb(y) = I(y + Xb,1 E A). oc [na,{ya,i},n,{yi};ma,{r'a,i},mb,{xb,j};6a,Ob] from which a Gibbs sampler for Bayesian inference can be defined (see Section 3) . The Gibbs sampler is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) algorithm whose realizations are (eventually) those from the Markov chain's stationary distribution, here the posterior distribution. Then, by reporting only the a, {Ya,i} components of the realizations, we obtain samples from the distribution [fla, {ya,i}In, {}] from which we can make inference on the MIs (see Section 4).
Before we set out the Gibbs sampler in Section 3, we shall derive a few probabilistic properties of the model. First, since n, {y} is a superposition of the MI point process and the ML point process, it is clear that {ya,j} only has positive probability on subsets of {y} and that, a.s., 0 < a fl S shown in a previous paper7 that, conditional on pa() and pb(•),
UE{yi}\{ya,i} where 1(C) is 1 if the statement C is true and 0 otherwise;
This posterior probability, conditional on Pa(•) and p(.), is available in closed form and shows that the choice, of whether an individual location in the observed point pattern is an MI, is a Bernoulli random variable with success probability given by b(.). Of course, pa() and pb(•) are in fact random, and hence that variability needs to be integrated out. This cannot be done analytically, giving rise to posterior inference based on simulation methodologies (Section 3).
POSTERIOR INFERENCE BASED ON MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
We shall use a particular Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) simulation method known as the Gibbs sampler (e.g., [9] , p.326). The Markov chain is established by sampling successively from the following conditional distributions:
[fla, {ya,i}17fla, {Xa,i}, mb, {xb,}; Oa, 8b; n, {y2}]
[ma, {Xa,i}, mb, {Xb,j)16a , 6b; a, {ya,i}, n, {y}}
[Oa,ObIma,{xa,i},mb,{Xb,j};fla,{ya,i},n,{yi}J
These conditional distributions can each be simplified in different ways. The general approach to the simplification is to inspect the full joint distribution given in Section 2 (and noted there to be proportional to the posterior distribution . .] is proportional to only those multiplicative factors involving the argument w in the joint factorization. This observation will be used to simplify the conditional distributions of the Gibbs sampler.
After using diagnostic checks that establish convergence of the Markov chain (such as may be found in [9] , Section 1 1 .4) , we use the last N realizations of the chain to calculate empirical summaries of the posterior distribution. For example, the N realizations of a:
can be used to construct a histogram that is an estimate of [flajfl, {yi}]. Also, for the k-tb location Ilk in {y}, the N realizations, J{yl) is a MI}, . . . , j{(N) is a MI} can be summarized as
which is an estimate of the posterior probability, Pr(yk is a MIIn, {y2}).
Conditional simulation of MI/ML configuration
The first conditional distribution of the Gibbs sampler is easily simplified:
[fla, {ya,i}Ima, {Xa,j}, mb, {xb,}; a, &; n, {y2}]
x H /a(V)• H [Lb(U) . 1(0 < a <n) . i({ya,i} C {yj})
uE{y1}\{y0,1}
which we have already seen in Section 2 is (proportional to) the distribution of independent Bernoulli random variables, with the probability of a MI at Ilk being {jia(yk)/(,ia(yk) + Lb(yk))}. Thus, conditional simulation of a,{ya,i}, given everything else, is straightforward.
Conditional simulation of MI/ML cluster centers
The second conditional distribution of the Gibbs sampler is not as easily simplified as the first component:
[ma, {a,i}, mb, {Xb,j}IOa, 6b; a, {ya,i}, n, {y}] involves analytically intractable normalizing constants associated with the factors ;{xa,z}) and ;{xb,}) Hence, to simulate from the conditional distribution above we use another McMC method known as the MetropolisHastings (MH) sampler'° with the inclusion ofreversiblejump steps."2'13 The MH algorithm has two components, described here for the MI cluster centers: the first simulates a proposal m , {x}, possibly to replace the current value rn , {x,}; the second either accepts the proposal or retains the current value, each with prespecified probabilities that add to 1. Then, either with the accepted proposal, or the retained current value, the cycle is repeated. A similar simulation is carried out for the ML cluster centers. Consider generic cluster values ni, {x2}, defined in a region D = AU{guard region} to account for possible cluster centers outside A. Suppose that the current value is m°, {x'} and that the proposal is m', {x}. The proposal is obtained from the current value by adding (birth) a cluster center, taking away (death) a cluster center, or shifting a cluster center to a different location. Given the current value in0, {x'}, define these probability distributions by, respectively,
where, say, k(x) = €_hI(O < lxii S ) and e is a specified bandwidth. Then, given the current value rn°, {xfl, one obtains the proposal m' , {x} by simulating from the proposal distribution, (1_p)qn1k(u_yj);mI=m0+1,{x}={x}Uu,uED, Pr(m', {x}fm°, {xfl)
where p is a prespecified probability of a shift being proposed and q is a prespecified conditional probability of a birth, given a birth or death is to be proposed.
The MH algorithm specifies that the new value is chosen to be f m', {x}, with probability min (1, h) m°, {xfl , with probability max(O, 1 -h) where h has been derived previously7 to be the product of two terms: h = h1 . In order to carry out the analysis, some decisions were made about parameters in the hierarchical model defined in Section 2 and about the construction of the Markov chain (from which the Gibbs sampler was implemented) described in Section 3. Recall the notation established in Section 2. We set the heterogeneity component g(.) 1. For the cluster process of MIs, we set ha() (ir(.O1)2)_hJ(O < lull :c .01), which is the uniform density on a disk of very small radius (ia .01), reflecting our belief that MIs are not dispersed at great distances. This, along with the choice of 7a .0001 and Ra 0.25, puts higher prior probability on MIs that are fairly regular and may appear as singles or tightly bound clusters. For the cluster process of MLs, we set
which allows clusters of considerably larger radius (#b = .15). By setting /3b = 12, 7b = 0.5, and Rb 0.25, we are thinking of cluster centers that are "halfway" between regular and Poisson, and about two MLs per cluster center.
So, this leaves us to specify the prior distributions of just .Aa, )tb (equivalently, p), and /3a. We chose: Recall the notation established in Section 3.2. We chose to have no shifting (p = 0) and equal probability of birth or death (q = 1/2). The kernel k(.) used the bandwidths of a .01 and b = .15, reflecting the belief that MI cluster centers are closer to observed locations than ML cluster centers. Also, a guard area was not used so that D = A. Finally, an adaptive method of sampling /a was chosen, by setting it equal to ma/IAI (which is here just ma). Figure 2 is the true identity of each point of the point pattern; MIs should have higher posterior probabilities than MLs, and this is largely the case. Notice that there are quite a few false positives (about half the MLs have noticeable posterior probabilities) but only a small number of false negatives, which is the way we would hope it to be. Given the difficulty of the problem, the Bayesian hierarchical analysis is doing quite a good job of finding the MIs in the presence of clutter.
Figure 2: Three-dimensional scatterplot of (estimated) posterior probability that a given location is an MI.
The MIs (pluses) and MLs (disks) are the true designation obtained from Figure 1 . Figure 3 shows the posterior distribution, which is in fact estimated from the histogram of,
[aI {Yi}]
We know that the true value of a is 12; froni Figure 3 . we see that the posterior distribution of a is roughly symmeric about its modal value of 11. Again, the Bayesian hierarchical analysis is performing quite well. The Bayesian hierarchical analysis has met with some success in analyzing the COBRA data shown in Figure  1 . The output from the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm is extremely rich. Posterior distributions of any of the variables, rita {Xai), rrz, {Xb,j}, 0a, 0b, as well as na {Ya,i}, can be obtained (through empirical estimates).
The strength of our approach is that it is extremely flexible. If intelligence reports indicate that MIs have been laid in a completely different manner, the parameters 9 cart be adjusted accordingly. The less inforniation one has about how MIs and MLs are generated, the more difficulty one has in discriminating between MIs and MLs.
One final comment is that because the original data are in fact pixellated video images, it should be possible to add a level to the hierarchical model that incorporates the images directly. Suppose that there are P x Q pixels, j38 {A(p,q) :p= 1,,P;q 1, •.,Q} 
